
Chiselborough Village Hall Facilities  

• All hirers have the use of the entire building and grounds. Also 80 
upholstered chairs, 12 trestle tables, and 10 smaller square ‘card’ 
tables are readily available, for inside use only. In addition we offer 
10 wooden trestle tables, 20 plastic chairs, and a number of 
wooden chairs—for outside use. The Main Hall is the centrepiece of 
this historic building. It is large, light and airy, with 3 windows of 
considerable size and beauty. The high ceiling is particularly 
striking, with attractive exposed timber joists. Seating capacity is 
around 50 for dining events with tables, or up to 80 for seats in 
rows without tables - for talks or performances, for example.  

• The hall also hires out up to 30 sets of cutlery, dinner plates, side 
plates, dessert bowls, sundae dishes, cups and saucers and spoons, 
along with the 10 wooden trestle tables and both plastic and 
wooden chairs. Hire rate depending on requirement. 

• WCs: Ladies, Gents, and Disabled 
• Wheelchair access: Disabled access is currently partial as the 

entrance into the Main Hall is not sufficiently wide to allow access 
by the new, wider wheelchairs. This matter is being addressed by 
the committee and we hope to progress to a solution soon.  

• Parking: On road outside the Hall.  
• Heat & Light: There are effective high wall-mounted electric 

heaters in the Main Hall. Hirers obtain electricity by easy-to-use 
coin-fed units. £1 or £2 coins required.  

• Stage: Readily to hand is a composite stage, suited to erection at 
one end of the Main Hall. Stage lighting and a PA system is also 
available, at an extra hire charge. A Loop hearing system is 
available; it is activated when the PA system is on and when the 
microphones are in use.  

• The premises are not licenced – users may either bring their own, 
or apply for a licence for the evening.  

Anyone wishing to hire the hall must do so through a Chiselborough 
resident, and that resident must be prepared to take responsibility for the 

hire.  

 


